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IMPORTANT NOTICE

C|arificationregardingqueriespertainingtotherecruitmentofJr.C|erkand
Steno/Steno-tYPist:-

clarifications pertaining to the
Bank is receiving e-mails from candidates regarding
Most of the e-mails are
issues of recruitment of lr. clerks and Steno/steno-Typist'
is informed that candidates
pertaining to the queries regarding erigibifity criteria. It
.'Detaired instructions for recruitment" uploaded on the
shourd minutery go through the
applying for the posts' No further
Bank,s website to asceftain their eligibility before
provided to candidates as the uploaded
clarification to the stipulated instructions can be
queries rerated to the technical issues have
instructions are serf expranatory. Further,
i'e' IBPS' Mumbai for its speedy
been forwarded to concerned recruitment agency
in the submitted apprication can be done.
disposar. It is crarified here that no correction
that fee once remitted shall not
Further, it is specificaily mentioned in the instructions
must ensure correctness of their
be refundable in any case. Therefore, the candidates
finar submission of the same and
credentials fiiled in the appfication form before
remitting fee.
the received e-mairs are characterized
However, for the sake convenience of candidates,
given as under:in following categories and clarification thereof are

Particulars of query
Whether the candidates outside
the State can aPPIY for ibid Posts
of or not?

Office Comments

ft 'rfilar'f'reilnlhe

"Detailed instructions
for recruitment" that the candidate should
have passed Matriculation and 10+2 from
any SchooUlnstitution situated within
Himachal Pradesh. This condition shall,

however,

not

aPPIY

to

Bonaflde

Himachalis.

the These b7pes of Eueries of candidates will be
to IBPS, Mumbai for
technical issue while applying for forwarded directly
further disposal. The candidate should try
the posts online.
again after some time.

nny QuerY Pertaining to

for the trained

ffirveo

Wfietner candidates from KCCB
and JCCB can aPPIY under PACS Secretaries of

PACS as

defined in Rule 2(vii)

of the H.P. Cooperative Societies Rules,

quota

of

Primary Agriculture Credit Society
as already stipulated in the "Detailed
instructions for recruitment" uploaded on
the Bank's website.
L97L

t,

4.

In what category one should The B.P.L./IRDP/Antodaya families (subject
apply if he belongs to General to production of valid certificate issued by
category and are BPL/IRDP the competent authority and countersigned
by the Block Development Officer and

certificate holders.

supplemented by

the non-Sc / ST /

certificate issued

OBC

by the

competent
authority) will also be treated as eligible for
this 10% EWSs reservation.

Such candidates should apply under

EWS

category.
5.

Any type of correction in the It has been specifically mentioned in the
already submitted application "Detailed instructions for recruitment" that

candidate should

form.

go through

the
instructions carefully and then apply for the
posts as per their eligibility.

No correction in application form after final
submission can be done.
6.

For the posts of Steno/Steno- It has been specifically mentioned in the
typist both English & Hindi "Detailed instructions for recruitment" that
shorthand is necessary or in one the candidate also pass in shorthand with a
language of these skill test.
speed of B0 words per minute in English
and 70 words per minute in Hindi in the skill
test to be conducted by the Bank.

7.

Syllabus pertaining
examination.

to

the Brief pattern of examination along with
syllabus pattern has already been uploaded
on the Bank's website.

sd/Dr" Pankaj Lalit
(H.A.S.)

Managing Director

